




BITTER REVENGE
AMANDA DENNY    



�ese selves of which we are made up, one on top of another, as plates are 
piled on a waiter’s hand, have attachments elsewhere, sympathies, little 
constitutions and rights of their own, call them what you will (and for many 
of these things there is no name) so that one will only come if it is raining, 
another in a room with green curtains…, another if you can promise it 
a glass of wine – and so on; for everybody can multiply from her own 
experience the di�erent terms which her di�erent selves have made with her 
– and some are too wildly ridiculous to be mentioned in print at all. 

Virginia Woolf, Orlando







Prologue or the author’s avoidance of an introduction

I am here, there, everywhere and nowhere. I am free for a short while, in this selfish space 
where I may hold your attention, or not.  How do you see me and how do I? 

As someone who has always erred towards ‘doing the right thing’ (or what’s expected of me, 
part in fear), and weighted by being rather a ‘spit spot’, matter of fact person;  fluctuating 
from Mary Poppins to a school headmistress, writing an introduction falls into this must do 
category. But actually, as I am predominantly in my own company, when I am let loose on an 
audience - even slightly receptive -  I frequently have too much to say, so writing an entrance 
to this narrative adventure will either mean a stampede of words fighting and tumbling over 
one another confusing you from the outset or worse, I will give away too much and that 
would be so dull, this is your journey as well as mine.  We are two paragraphs in and what 
have I said … are you with me? 

Do you ever wonder over chance happenings, unlikely connections and how things make 
their way onto the shelves of your life;  leaving the barest of traces or settling there? I am 
energised by them and how they can change the journeys we are on.  My mental shelving is 
peppered with cuttings; old memories with faded jackets, profound joys, dusty daydreams 
and despairs. Indeed, our story starts with a trip to Brighton late last year that to my mind 
had so many random connections that I could not let rest.  My tale is derived from two 
heartbroken women’s stories set 100 years apart; the first had all the makings of a Victorian 
Penny Dreadful, but was not, although the newspaper coverage was prolific and sensational.  
The second is mine where first love has gnawed away at me, residing on my shelves as an 
unfinished tome, unhappy in its ripped and yellowed, forlorn jacket. Ah, what romantic fools 
we can be. I have come to appreciate that ‘so much femininity is unspoken. Moving through 
the world as a woman - the way you are viewed and treated, your emotions, your approach to 
your body - involves subtleties and complexities that are often unarticulated’* and not with 
out consequence, when you already have a complex relationship to your physical presence.  
But away, away, we must away to the tale, not to analysis and verbiage, ‘our simple duty is to 
state the facts as far as they are known, and so let the reader make of them what he may’.** 

*Rhiannon Lucy Cosslett 
** Virginia Woolf



BITTER REVENGE
a play in three acts

DRAMATIS PERSONÆ

CHRISTIANA EDMUNDS, the accused ‘Chocolate Cream Killer’ and ‘Venus of 
Broadmoor’
DR BEARD, doctor and ‘writing’ companion of Christiana
MRS BEARD, his wife and recipient of the first poisoned chocolates 
JOHN MAYNARD, confectionery shop owner and manufacturer
SIDNEY BARKER, the deceased boy 
ISAAC GARRETT, a chemist and dispenser of poisons 
MRS STONE, a dress shop owner and deceived character witness 
MRS BOYS, a neighbour of the Beards in Grand Parade
INSPECTOR GIBBS, investigating Police Officer
FREDERICK NETHERCLIFT, a handwriting expert
BARON MARTIN, the presiding judge
INHABITANTS OF BRIGHTON
PERSONEL OF THE CROWN COURTS
THE HOME SECRETARY

AMANDA, heartbroken young girl and flâneuse
CHRIS, her older boyfriend, and police cadet to be

THE SCENE

The action takes place in Brighton, Margate, Lewes Crown Court, The Old 
Bailey and ‘an infinite series of times, in a growing, dizzying net of divergent, 
convergent and parallel times. This network of times which approached one 
another, forked, broke off, or were unaware of one another for centuries, 
embraces all possibility of times.’*

*Jorge Louis Borges, The Garden of the Forking Paths 







ACT I
1868-1872: Christiana Edmunds’ relocation to Brighton, 

heartbreak and dastardly consequences.



‘She came from insane stock’. Her father, it is told, died in a lunatic asylum. 





















My dearest ... I gave the excuse of being otherwise detained.









Sketch by a special correspondent of �e Daily Telegraph c.1870

‘�ere is such a nerve and a pulse in this beautiful Brighton that one feels inclined to do mad things - to dance, to race, 
to slap ino�ensive strangers hard on the back for which one might justly be considered a lunatic, and possibly put into 
prison, but I have an idea that those neat looking and good tempered policemen in the pepper and salt trousers, would 
generously overlook the o�ence caused so entirely by the invigorating properties of the Brighton air, whilst the victims 
would, I take it, pass on a slap and join in an excellent pantomine rally.’ 

Cited in ‘�e Fashionable Visitors List’ map and guide to Brighton





I really hope you have recovered from your recent bout of depression, I know it is really di�cult to 
get out of.  Firstly you must not let your mind invent problems which do not exist.













PS. I haven’t forgotten last nights wicked dream yet, I hope I will have it again tonight (the dream) I  love you  
xxxxxxxxx





I am sorry I haven’t written any letters recently, but I just don’t seem to be able to get around to it, honestly 
there is no sinister reason behind the lack of  post. 









The Enemy

When I was young I lived a constant storm,
Though now and then the brilliant suns shot 

through,
So in my garden few red fruits were born,
The rain and thunder had so much to do.

Now are the autumn days of  thought at hand,
And I must use the rake and spade to groom,
Rebuild and cultivate the washed-out land
The water had eroded deep as tombs.

And who knows if  the flowers in my mind
In this poor sand, swept like a beach, will 
     find
The food of  soul to gain a healthy start?

I cry! I cry! Life feeds the seasons’ maw 
And that dark Enemy who gnaws our hearts 
Battens on blood that drips into his jaws!

Charles  Baudelaire, from The Flowers of  Evil













‘With this object she pursued a course of conduct so extraordinary as to be totally unparalleled in the 
records of any criminal court of justice.’







‘Kate Page, forewoman at Mr. Maynard’s shop in West Street, said she remembered the boy Brooks buying an ounce of 
fourpenny cream.’















































Over the Edge

All my dead people
Seeping through the riverbank where they are buried 
Colouring there the stream pale brown
are why I swim in the river,
feeling now rather closer to them
than when the water was clear,
when I could walk barefoot on the gravel
seeing only the �icker of minnows
Possessing nothing but balance.

Fleur Adcock





‘The Venus of Broadmoor’

Narcissistic personality disorder (NPD) is a personality disorder with a long-term pattern of 
abnormal behavior characterised by exaggerated feelings of self-importance, excessive need 
for admiration, and a lack of empathy. Those affected often spend much time thinking about 
achieving power or success, or on their appearance. They often take advantage of the people 
around them. The behavior typically begins by early adulthood, and occurs across a variety of 
social situations.

The DSM-5 indicates that persons with NPD usually display some or all of the following 
symptoms, typically without the commensurate qualities or accomplishments:

• Grandiosity with expectations of superior treatment from other people
• Fixation on fantasies of power, success, intelligence, attractiveness, etc.
• Self-perception of being unique, superior, and associated with high-status people and 

institutions
• Need for continual admiration from others
• Sense of entitlement to special treatment and to obedience from others
• Exploitation of others to achieve personal gain
• Unwillingness to empathize with the feelings, wishes, and needs of other people
• Intense envy of others, and the belief that others are equally envious of them
• Pompous and arrogant demeanor

(Wikipedia)





‘Memory is the seamstress, and a capricious one at that. Memory runs her 
needle in and out, up and down, hither and thither. We know not what 
comes next, or what follows after. �us, the most ordinary movement in 
the world, such as sitting down at a table and pulling the inkstand towards 
one, may agitate a thousand odd, disconnected fragments, now bright, now 
dim, hanging and bobbing and dipping and �aunting, like the underlinen 
of a family of fourteen on a line in a gale of wind. Instead of being a single, 
downright, blu� piece of work of which no man need feel ashamed, our 
commonest deeds are set about with a �uttering and �ickering of wings, a 
rising and falling of lights.’ 

Virginia Woolf, Orlando







ACT II
1979-1980: Amanda, school days in 
Brighton, heartbreak and confusion.







My dearest Manda, 
As promised I have made the supreme effort and written a letter. 









I hope you like the cartoon I cut it out of the paper, I thought it was really nice & had 
to show it to you.















































I could spend this whole letter explaining and apologising for not phoning you at half past eight this 
evening.



No Answer
mutisme / silence

�e amorous subject su�ers anxiety because the loved object replies scantily 
or not at all to his language (discourse or letters). 

(�is distracted kind of listening generates an anxiety of decisions: should 
I continue, go on talking “in the void”? �is would require precisely the 
assurance which amorous sensibility does not permit. Should I stop, give 
up? �is would seem to show anger, accusation of the other, producing a 
“scene.” �e trap all over again.)

Roland Barthes, A Lover’s Discourse















‘She was an eater. She had eaten her way through grief, she had eaten her way through what 
had passed for love ... she sometimes wondered if there was some emptiness inside she was 
trying to �ll.’

Kate Atkinson







I’ve got to phone the police tonight.





‘Time forks perpetually towards innumerable futures. In one of them I am 
your enemy.’

Jorge Louis Borges, �e Garden of the Forking Paths







ACT III
Imbrication of time: culmination and closure.











































Holy

pedestrian smiles, a cold spring, books, �lms
shoes in the wrong spot, sex monday’s sirens
a pigeon �ies into church - 
none of it appears to mean anything

and that’s the reason 
it appears

Aušra Kaziliūnaitė from �e Moon is a Pill





























a birdless night

is just a lake
where two nude
mermaids fondle
their white marble bodies 
and night
pours over the bank

i sit on a well-made 
bed
dangling my feet
and catch the sound
outside my window
of the rustle of
branch-ripened 
morning

one frightened mermaid
slaps her tail in retreat,
a few drops of night 
splatter my walls

i sit and stare
at how she dives 
deeper and deeper
into herself

as if she would want
to mine the cove of dreams

and day breaks

Aušra Kaziliūnaitė from �e Moon is a Pill







‘To say that the story is true is by now a convention of every fantastic tale: mine, 
nevertheless is true.’ 

Jorge Louis Borges, The Book of Sands
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